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Installation of CACStar™ on a  
Dell S2815dn MFD 
 

The contents of the box includes the CACStar option, User’s Guide, and 
a bag containing 3 screws required for securing the CACStar option to 
the printer.  The bag contains 2 M3 x 10mm screws and an M3 x 50mm 
screw.  You will need a Phillips #1 screwdriver. 
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Turn off power to the S2815.   

At the rear of the S2815, remove the mounting screw indicated by an 
arrow in the following picture: 

 

Slide the CACStar assembly onto the left hand side of the S2815 as in 
the picture below.  The CACStar will wrap around the left scanner post 
as shown.  Align the length of the CACStar with the horizontal edges of 
the MFD plastic skins so the CACStar is level as shown.   It helps to have 
a second person hold the CACStar in place or use a clamp.   With some 
practice, you can do this without a helper or clamp. 
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Connect the CACStar Ethernet cable to the S2815 Ethernet port. Use the 
three supplied screws to attach the back assembly to the S2815.  Use 
the M3 x 50mm screw for the lower hole to attach the CACStar using 
the hole from which the screw was removed earlier.  Do not overtighten 
this screw.   Use the 2 M3 x 10mm screws for the upper holes to attach 
the back assembly to the base CACStar assembly as shown below. 
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Plug the power “Y” cable into the back of the printer.  Plug the thin USB 
power cable from the CACStar into the USB charger that is plugged into 
the remaining Y of the power cable.  This USB cable is for power only.  It 
has no data connection.  Plug the printer’s power cable from the wall 
into the remaining end of the Y cable. 

 

 

Turn on the S2815.   Refer to the CACStar User’s Guide for 
configuration. 

Note:  In some cases there may be a European power cable for the 
printer included in the CACStar box.    If you are a US customer and do 
not need this cable, it may be discarded. 
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